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Introduction
I Love You Celeste is the official website of this 5' tall 105 pound petite blonde package of sexual
perversion! She may be small but she makes up for a lack of size with an abundance of effort and a
willingness to go three steps beyond kinky into the realm of serious sexual deviance! As a quick tidbit,
yes... she does fuck that baseball bat... in her pussy AND her asshole!

Adult Review
Celeste is an adorable little cutie whose brand new official website does a lot to show the world what a Solo Girl Site should
really be like! I Love You Celeste offers exclusive videos in 1920 x 1080 resolution and lets you see every tiny freckle on her
super-tight body. 
  
  Looking at her tour might make you think that Celeste's petite blonde body is too fragile for any serious hardcore action.
The fact is, she may be petite but she is also sexually fearless and it is that rare combination that will have you thinking I
Love You Celeste!
  
  Along with the super-high-def videos and plenty of top quality picture sets; membership to I Love You Celeste also gets you
full network access to all of the Included Sites listed on the right side of this review. That means you get to see Celeste fuck
herself hardcore with the business end of a baseball bat... and you also get to see all the other action on the rest of The
Hardcore Network with the same site pass as well!
  
  If you take the tour and download the trailers you'll see why TheTongue is so excited about the 1440x1080 movies available
on the I Love You Celeste website. They are so clear it's like looking through a window into Celeste's bathroom as you watch
her soap-up in the shower!
  
  Lots of solo girl sites don't update fast enough or lack a good variety of content. I Love You Celeste solves that problem by
mixing her own unique sex movies with a huge collection of content found on the rest of The Hardcore Network. Celeste is
able to offer her members plenty of her own amateur exclusive content along with hundreds of hours of video starring dozens
of your favorite professional pornstars as well.
  
  In her own members area I Love You Celeste gives you access to her personal Blog and a members message-board that she
checks and replies to often. Celeste knows you want access to her life beyond just watching what she does when she is naked.
Her willingness to chat with members on her message-board shows she is willing to include you in her life online and adds
another dimension to this already stellar solo girl site.

Porn Summary
I Love Celeste offers hardcore kinky films in 1440x1080 and the network updates over 20 times every week. The
combination of top quality solo content and a robust network of complimentary sites makes this blonde girl website one that
will keep you happy for quite a while!

Review Rating
The Tongue says '5' tall 105 pounds, the 1440 x 1080 videos are almost bigger than Celeste is!'
Quality: 98  Updates: 89 Exclusive: 94 Interface: 91
Support: 92 Unique: 91    Taste: 90        Final: 92

Porn Sites Included
Ass Smoothie (97) ,I Love You Mya (93) ,Swirlie Girls (91) ,Pornstar Solos (90) ,Stop The Camera (90) ,I Love You Madison
(89) ,Golden Hardcore (88) ,I Love You Melanie (88) ,Her Last Fuck (84) ,Fuck My Flab (84) ,Please Be Gentle (Preview) ,
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The Hardcore Network (Preview) ,AfriHoes (Preview) ,Cum Is Good (Preview) ,Attack My Ass (Preview) ,Nasty Raw Sex
(Preview) ,Chopstick Sluts (Preview) ,Chicks Fucking Chicks (Preview) ,Only The Biggest (Preview) 

Porn Niches
Blondes, Exclusive, Extreme, Felching, Hardcore, HD, Natural, Petite, PornStars, Solo

Porn Site Review
Subscription: $34.90 Preview: 2 Days for $4.90 Billing Options: Credit Card, Other
Video & Picture: Weekly Download: Unlimited DRM: Not Used
Dial-Up: Optimized Pictures: Over 1,000 Videos: 23
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